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Abstract—The semiconductor manufacturing process consists
of multiple steps and is usually time-consuming. Information
like the turnaround time of a certain batch of wafers can be
very useful for manufacturing engineers. A simulation model
of manufacturing process can help predict the performance of
manufacturing process efficiently, which is very beneficial to the
manufacturing engineers. The simulation result can also deliver
messages to system engineers for achieving better throughput
after adjustment. In this work, we propose a flexible simulation
framework for a cluster tool. We implemented the simulator
in C++ language with SystemC. The batch information used
for the design of simulator was gathered from industrial data.
The experimental results show that there is only less than 2%
difference between the simulation and the manufacturing data in
terms of entire processing time, which indicates the high accuracy
of the simulator. The experimental results with the proposed
dispatching method achieve a higher throughput compared to
the manufacturing data such that the dispatching time points
can be recommended to the system engineers.

Index Terms—cluster tool, simulation, wafer transferring
system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor manufacturing process becomes more and
more complex with the advances of wafer technology.
Semiconductor manufacturing process includes etching,
deposition, photo-lithography, etc. The system that handles the
wafer transfer and processing is called a cluster tool. Due to
the increasing number of processing steps, the cluster tools
have also become more complicated. On top of the increasing
number of processing steps, a cluster tool often processes
multiple batches simultaneously for elevating the utilization
of the buffer arm, which is the bottleneck of the system.

The throughput of a cluster tool for batches of wafers
is valuable information to engineers. This information could
be gathered from the manufacturing data. However, since
the wafer manufacturing process is time-consuming, it is
inefficient to obtain this information after completing the
entire manufacturing process. Thus, a simulator for the cluster
tool, which is very efficient as compared with the actual
manufacturing process, is desired, and the throughput of a
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Fig. 1: Wafer paths of different cluster tool modes. (a) A
wafer path under a serial mode: chamber A → chamber B →
chamber C. (b) A wafer path under a parallel mode: (chamber
A or chamber B). (c) A wafer path under a serial-parallel
mode: (chamber A or chamber B) → chamber C → (chamber
D or chamber E).

cluster tool can be estimated accordingly. A simulator can also
show the time points for improvement, at which the system is
able to be adjusted to boost its productivity.

With the differences in objectives and manufacturers, cluster
tools vary in their configurations, modes, and scheduling.
The configuration of a cluster tool involves the number of
chambers and load locks. Cluster tools can be classified by
the number of arms for wafer transfer between chambers.
Single-armed and dual-armed cluster tools are widely used.
The modes in the cluster tools can be categorized into serial
mode, parallel mode, or serial-parallel mode. Their wafer paths
are shown in Fig. 1, where each node represents a chamber.
A serial mode cluster tool sends each wafer to a series of
chambers in a sequence. A parallel mode cluster tool sends
each wafer to only one chamber among multiple available
chambers. For a serial-parallel cluster tool, a wafer is sent
to a series of chambers, but some steps may have multiple
available chambers. This mode is often used when some steps
have a longer processing time such that multiple chambers are
reserved for those time-consuming steps.

Many simulation methods have been proposed over the
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years [7] [8] [14] [17] [21], such as Cellular Automata
[1] [18], event graph [13], and Petri Net [23], etc. The
methods mentioned above are not easily portable when
encountering different cluster tool configurations. [3] predicted
the throughput of a cluster tool using machine learning
methods. Machine learning methods can predict the throughput
of the cluster tool, but it does not disclose the scheduling logic
behind the system. There also have been some simulation
platforms [22] developed for analyzing the wafer transfer
procedure to increase the throughput. [22] provided the option
to choose the mode between serial and parallel, but not
the more complex serial-parallel mode. Furthermore, the
simulation was only conducted between the chambers.

In this work, we address the portability issue of the cluster
tools by separating the functionality of cluster tool components
from the scheduling of the system. When adapting to a new
configuration, the components in the cluster tools can be
reused and the engineers just re-adjust the scheduling to match
the new system. The modes in the cluster tools are different
in their wafer paths. Our simulator uses the wafer path of the
batch to determine the next location of the wafer such that
different modes of the cluster tool can be accommodated.

Aside from the cluster tool configurations and modes,
scheduling methods can also be different. The scheduling
methods for cluster tools have been studied in the past [4]–[6],
[9], [10], [19], [20], which directly influence the throughput
of the cluster tool. In this work, we propose two scheduling
methods. One is based on the state of the cluster tool, and the
other is based on the sequence of arm movements.

Last, the throughput of the cluster tool can also be affected
by the dispatching time points of batches. The dispatching
method indicates the sequences and locations of the batches.
If a batch of wafers arrives later, the idle time between
batches is a waste. If a batch of wafers arrives earlier, the
cluster tool might not have available resources for it to be
processed. This batch is forced to wait at the cluster tool
though it could be sent to another cluster tool for processing
earlier. Batch dispatching is usually determined by experienced
engineers, who are familiar with the cluster tools and control
the timing and sequence of the batches to be processed. [15]
[16] proposed dispatching rules regarding recipe arrangements
with semiconductor fabrication plants (fabs) simulation, which
simulate batches with different recipes being processed on
a set of cluster tools in a factory. To prevent batches from
arriving later or earlier, we propose a dispatching method,
which recommends the dispatching time point to engineers.
The experimental results also show that the simulations using
the proposed dispatching method yield a higher throughput
than the data from the fabs.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose a flexible simulation framework, which can
be deployed on a variety of cluster tools.

• We propose two scheduling methods that can be used in
the simulator.

• The simulator using the proposed dispatching method
recommends the dispatching time points for achieving a
higher throughput.

Fig. 2: Single cluster tool configuration.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Cluster Tool Configuration

As shown in Fig. 2, a cluster tool has the following
components: Load Port, Robot Arm, Aligner, Load Lock,
Buffer Arm, and Chambers.

After a batch of wafers arrives at the load port, each wafer
will be transferred to chambers sequentially. For instance,
assume that the recipe is a single-step process, the wafer path
is as follows: Load Port → Aligner → Load Lock → Chamber
→ Load Lock → Load Port.

We detail a wafer’s journey inside a cluster tool using Fig.
2. After the wafer is transferred to the aligner by the robot
arm, the aligner starts to rotate the wafer. We need to ensure
that the wafer is perfectly aligned when being placed into the
chamber. After the alignment, the wafer is transferred into
the load lock. There is a gate on each side of a load lock.
Both gates have to be closed for performing the air venting
and pumping procedure. The wafer is currently on its way
to the chamber. The load lock starts pumping air to raise the
air pressure to the same level as it is on the chamber side.
When the load lock opens the gate on the chamber side, the
buffer arm then transfers the wafer into the appointed chamber.
Each chamber has a gate, which is closed during processing.
After being processed, the wafer travels back to the load lock.
The load lock performs the air venting and cooling procedure
simultaneously before opening its gate on the load port side.
Finally, the wafer returns back to the load port, where the
original batch arrived.

Note that a wafer will pass through a loading and unloading
phase between two components. The loading and unloading
duration can be changed depending on different types of
cluster tools. For some cluster tools, a load lock is assigned to
a specific batch of wafer. However, for the others, a load lock
is shared among different batches. As a result, a simulation
framework needs to accommodate those differences.

B. Inputs/Outputs and Features of the Simulator

The following items are the inputs of the simulator:
• Wafer batch information: Batch names, recipes,

processing time, assigned load ports, and dispatching
time point.
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• Parameter settings: Time duration for transferring wafers
using the robot arm and the buffer arm, wafer loading
and unloading duration, pumping and venting duration at
load locks, and aligning duration at the aligner.

• Buffer arm and robot arm’s wafer transferring order: This
is produced by different scheduling methods. More details
will be explained in Section III-B.

The output of the simulator is a log file indicating the
duration of each wafer at each component. It is presented in
Gantt chart [2] such that it can be graphically analyzed by
engineers.

The simulator has the following features:
• System Portability: The simulator can be easily deployed

on different types of cluster tools.
• Scheduling diversity: The simulator accepts different

kinds of scheduling methods for performance comparison
under the same system configuration.

• Throughput estimation and dispatching time
recommendation: After simulation, the dispatching
time of batches is recommended for achieving a higher
throughput.

C. Log File

In this work, we need two types of log files to construct the
simulator. The first one records all the wafer movements in the
cluster tool. It contains the details including wafer ID, lot ID,
from/to locations, and slot number of load locks and load ports.
This type of log file provides the configuration of cluster tool
and the process recipe, which indicates the processing steps
of each batch of wafers.

The other type of log file is an event log, which details
the operation steps for each part of the cluster tool. For
instance, the operation steps of load lock include the gate
opening/closing, air pumping/venting, and cooling procedures.
Those are events recorded in the event log, and we can
examine the relationship between events to understand the
logic of the entire system. More details will be discussed in
Section III.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

This section describes the proposed simulator framework.
We also emphasize the design insights that allow the simulator
to have the features mentioned in Section II-B. For the system
portability, our design separates the scheduling methods from
the functionality of each component. This is because when
the components work independently, it is easy to reuse them
for constructing a new simulator with different configurations.
For the scheduling diversity, we propose two methods. The
first one uses the state of the cluster tool to determine the
corresponding action. The other one uses a component string
to indicate the movement of the buffer arm and the robot arm.
For batch dispatching, we propose a method that determines
the input dispatching time points for each batch such that a
higher throughput of a cluster tool is achieved. The simulator
also provides the option to use the input dispatching time
points given by engineers.

Fig. 3: The Finite State Machine for Load Port.

A. Module Construction

We model each component of the cluster tool by Finite
State Machines (FSMs) [11] [12]. In addition to the existing
components of the cluster tool, we also need a scheduling
module and a dispatching module. The scheduling module
decides the action of each component based on the state of the
cluster tool. The dispatching module controls the dispatching
method and sends batch information to the load port under the
scheduling module’s instructions. In the following paragraphs,
we introduce the FSM design of each component in a cluster
tool.

1) Load Port: After receiving batches of wafers from the
dispatching module, the load port checks whether the wafers
are present in the load port or not. The wafers are then sent into
the chambers sequentially. The load port continues sending
and receiving wafers until all the wafers from this batch are
processed and sent back to the load port.

Fig. 3 shows the FSM of the load port. The blue
dotted lines indicate the signals received from the scheduling
module. Each component’s module needs instructions from the
scheduling module when it exchanges the wafer information
with the other modules. For instance, after receiving a
wafer loading/unloading signal, the wafer information will be
received/delivered to the robot arm. The load port also receives
batch loading/unloading signals from the scheduling module,
it then exchanges the batch information with the dispatching
module.

Idle state represents that a load port is empty. After receiving
a batch of wafers and conducting self checking, the load port
will be at Ready state and start sending out wafers to be
processed. At Load/Unload state, the wafer information will
be exchanged with the robot arm. When there is no wafer that
needs to be sent out, the load port will be at Wait state to
collect the remaining wafers instead of going back to Ready
state. After the whole batch is processed completely, the load
port will be at All done state until the scheduling module
notifies the load port to unload the batch.

2) Aligner: The tasks of an aligner are wafer loading,
unloading, and aligning. The FSM of the aligner, as shown
in Fig. 4(a), includes the loading/unloading procedure. After
finishing aligning at Aligning state, the aligner will wait for
the robot arm to pick up the wafer.
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(a) Aligner (b) Robot Arm

Fig. 4: The Finite State Machines for Aligner and Robot Arm.

Fig. 5: The Finite State Machine for Load Lock.

3) Robot Arm: The robot arm is used to move wafers
among the load ports, the aligner, and the load locks. As shown
in Fig. 4(b), the FSM of the robot arm includes Load and
Unload states. The robot arm receives and delivers the wafer
information to its neighboring components: load port, aligner,
and load lock. At Transferring state, the robot arm transfers
the wafer to the destination. The robot arm holds the wafer
at Wait state until the unloading signal is asserted from the
scheduling module.

4) Load Lock: A load lock has two slots. One of them is
for wafers returning back to the load ports, the other is for
wafers heading towards the chambers. Our work uses one bit
to represent the occupancy of slots. “1” represents that the
slot is occupied and “0” represents that the slot is vacant. In
Fig. 5, the last two bits of a state, from the left to the right,
represent the slots for wafers returning back to the load ports
and heading towards the chambers, respectively. The IN and
OUT states refer to the gates of the load lock being opened
on the chamber side and the load port side, respectively. For
instance, IN 10 represents that the load lock only has a wafer
that will return back to the load port while the gate on the
chamber side is opened.

The dotted-line boxes, Valve change followed by two bits
representing slot occupancy in Fig. 5, details the air pressure
changes at the load lock. Using Valve change 00, shown
in Fig. 6, as an example, after the venting and pumping
procedures, the load lock will stay at Wait OUT 00 and
Wait IN 00 states. Since the decision on the gate opening is
controlled by the scheduling module, the load lock will only
move to the Opening state after receiving the signal from the
scheduling module.

5) Buffer Arm: Before picking up a wafer, the buffer arm
needs to move to the correct location. As shown in Fig. 7, after

Fig. 6: The Finite State Machine for Valve change 00.

Fig. 7: The Finite State Machine for Buffer Arm.

receiving a signal from the scheduling module, the buffer arm
enters Moving state for its waferless rotation. The buffer arm
is then ready to pick up a wafer at Ready state. After picking
up a wafer and transferring it at Transferring state, the buffer
arm stays at Wait state for the scheduling module’s unloading
instruction.

6) Chamber: The chambers of the cluster tool have two
tasks, wafer processing and cleaning. As shown in Fig. 8, the
chamber starts at Idle state where it is waferless and its gate
is closed. For processing wafer, the chamber opens the gate
under the scheduling module’s instruction. After opening the
gate, the chamber is ready to receive wafers at Opened state.
The chamber starts processing wafer at Processing state after
the wafer is loaded and the gate is closed. After processing,
the chamber opens the gate and waits for the buffer arm to
pick up the wafer at Wait state.

There are two time points for chamber cleaning. The first
one is when the chamber stays at the Idle state for a period of
time exceeding the time limit. The other is when the chamber
receives the cleaning instruction from the scheduling module.
The cleaning procedure is represented by Clean state in Fig.
8.

B. Scheduling

In this section, we discuss the tasks of the scheduling
module, which includes the instructions for the robot arm and
buffer arm movements, for gate opening at the chambers and
the load locks, and for the resource allocation about a batch
of wafers.

We propose two scheduling methods regarding the robot
arm and buffer arm movements: priority scheduling and
fixed sequence scheduling. For the priority scheduling,
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TABLE I: An example for Priority Scheduling.

Priority Load Lock Buffer Arm Chamber A Chamber B Instruction Wafer Source Wafer Destination
IN 01 / IN 11 Signal: Move

To: Buffer Arm1 / Wait IN 01 Idle Idle - Load Lock Chamber A
/ Wait IN 11

IN 01 / IN 11 Signal: Move
To: Buffer Arm2 / Wait IN 01 Idle - Idle Load Lock Chamber B

/ Wait IN 11
IN 01 / IN 00 Signal: Move

To: Buffer Arm3 / Wait IN 01 Idle Wait - Chamber A Load Lock
/ Wait IN 00

IN 01 / IN 00 Signal: Move
To: Buffer Arm4 / Wait IN 01 Idle - Wait Chamber B Load Lock

/ Wait IN 00

Fig. 8: The Finite State Machine for Chamber.

the scheduling module determines the movements of the
robot arm and buffer arm by checking the states of their
neighboring components. The scheduling module checks for
three conditions before initiating an arm movement. The first
one is to ensure that the arm is available, in other words, at
Idle state. The second is that the wafer source component,
where the wafer is currently located, is ready to unload the
wafer. Finally, to prevent deadlocks, the scheduling module
needs to ensure that the wafer destination component, where
the wafer will be transferred, is ready to receive the wafer.

Assume that the cluster tool has one load lock and two
chambers, Chamber A and Chamber B, and that the wafer in
the load lock can be processed at any one of these chambers.
With this configuration, TABLE I shows an example that lists
the possible buffer arm movements satisfying the conditions
mentioned above. Column 1 shows the priority number of the
buffer arm movement. The priority scheduling arranges all the
possible movements in an order, and assigns each movement
a priority number, where the smaller number represents the
higher priority. Columns 2 to 4 present the states of the
components. The “-” in TABLE I means that the state of the
component is irrelevant for this buffer arm movement. The
Instruction column shows the signal sent by the scheduling
module and the component where the signal is sent to. The
Wafer Source column and the Wafer Destination column show
where the wafer is currently located and the place the wafer
will be transferred to, respectively. For instance, the first row
shows the initiation of a buffer arm movement transferring the
wafer from the load lock to Chamber A. The first condition
is that the buffer arm needs to be at Idle state. The second

Fig. 9: Buffer arm movements with different component
strings, where “L” represents the load lock, “A” represents
Chamber A, and “B” represents Chamber B. (a) Component
string: B-L’-L-B’-A-L’-L-A’. (b) Component string: B-L’-A-
L’-L-A’-L-B’. (c) Component string: A-L’-B-L’-L-B’-L-A’.

condition is that the load lock has the wafer ready to be
unloaded. The load lock module in the first row can be in
IN 01, IN 11, Wait IN 01, or Wait IN 11 states. All of these
states represent that the load lock has a wafer heading towards
the chambers for processing. Finally, Chamber A has to be
available to receive the wafer. In other words, it has to be at
Idle state. When all the conditions are satisfied, the scheduling
module then sends Move instruction to the buffer arm. Note
that the states shown in TABLE I can be changed under
different cluster tools. For instance, in the first row, if the load
lock’s gate has to be opened for this buffer arm movement,
Wait IN 01 and Wait IN 11 states will be excluded since both
states represent that the load lock is with closed gates.

For the fixed sequence scheduling, the scheduling module
uses a component string to represent the sequence of
components visited by an arm. The buffer arm and the
robot arm have their corresponding component strings. Each
component has a pair of characters in the string representing
a wafer loading and unloading procedure at the component.
Specifically, “ A ” indicates the wafer unloading procedure
at Chamber A, and “ A’ ” indicates the loading procedure at
Chamber A.

Fig. 9. shows Gantt charts with different buffer arm
movements. The rectangles represent the occupancy of wafers
at the component. The row of Buffer Arm shows the sequence
about chambers and load lock visited by the buffer arm. The
sequence is represented by the component string. For instance,
in Fig. 9(a), a wafer at Chamber B is unloaded and transferred
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TABLE II: An example for Gate Opening in Load Lock and Chamber.

Load Lock Buffer Arm Buffer Arm Destination Chamber Instructions
Wait IN 01 / Wait IN 11 Moving Load Lock - Load Lock: Open gate
Wait IN 00 / Wait IN 10 Transfer Load Lock - Load Lock: Open gate

- Transfer Chamber Idle Chamber: Open gate

to the load lock (L) by the buffer arm. Then another wafer
at the load lock is loaded and transferred to Chamber B
by the same buffer arm. Next, the wafer at Chamber A is
unloaded and transferred to the load lock, and another new
wafer is transferred and loaded into Chamber A for processing.
The corresponding component string is B-L’-L-B’-A-L’-L-
A. The scheduling module refers to the component strings
and the three conditions mentioned above when initiating
an arm movement. For instance, the first row of TABLE I
represents that the load lock has a wafer to be unloaded
and transferred to Chamber A for processing. This scenario
can be described with the component string containing L-A’.
The scheduling module guides the buffer arm to move only
when all the three conditions are met. With fixed sequence
scheduling, a component string generated by any scheduling
method can be tested on the simulator under the same cluster
tool configuration.

The scheduling module guides the gates to be opened before
a wafer is unloaded from chambers or load locks, or loaded
into chambers or load locks. As shown in TABLE II, the
scheduling module checks the state and destination of the
buffer arm to determine if the gate should be opened at the
chamber or load lock.

When a new batch of wafers arrives at the load port, the
scheduling module needs to check if the resources such as
chambers and load locks are available. If the chambers and
load locks are available, the load port then starts sending out
wafers to be processed. After a batch of wafers leaves the load
port, the scheduling module checks if the current resources
can be released for the batches at other load ports currently.
The scheduling module keeps track of the relations between
the batch of wafers and the resources. Before initiating any
arm movement, the relations between the batch of wafers and
the resources are checked. In other words, only the resources
related to the batch are checked for the arm movement. For
instance, for the buffer arm movements, the scheduling module
only checks the states of chambers and load locks related to
the batch.

C. Batch Dispatching

The dispatching module is responsible for batch dispatching.
As shown in Fig. 10, at Idle state, the dispatching module
checks if any batch is ready to be dispatched into the load port.
The dispatching module enters Ready state with the chosen
batch, then the batch is sent into the load port after receiving
Enable dispatch from the scheduling module.

This framework accepts two dispatching methods, self-
dispatch and dispatch on demand. For the self-dispatch, the
dispatching module uses the input dispatching time point given
by engineers to dispatch the batch. When the scheduling
module confirms that the dispatching module is at Ready state,

Fig. 10: The Finite State Machine for the dispatching module.

TABLE III: Batch information of Cluster Tool X.

Batch Name Number of wafers Process Chamber
X Batch 1 25 Chamber A / Chamber B
X Batch 2 4 Chamber C / Chamber D
X Batch 3 25 Chamber C / Chamber D
X Batch 4 25 Chamber A / Chamber B
X Batch 5 25 Chamber A / Chamber B
X Batch 6 25 Chamber C / Chamber D
X Batch 7 25 Chamber A / Chamber B
X Batch 8 25 Chamber D

and the assigned load port is available for the batch, it sends
Enable dispatch signal to the load port for loading the batch.

For the proposed dispatch on demand, the dispatching
module receives the request for a new batch of wafers from
the scheduling module when the resources are available. For
this method, our framework gives users two options regarding
the dispatching order. One is to dispatch based on the batch
ordering. The other is to dispatch the batch that can acquire
the most available resources. With dispatch on demand, the
dispatching time point of each batch is gathered during the
simulation. After the simulation, the dispatching time point is
recommended to engineers. Since a new batch is requested
immediately after the resources become available with this
method, it greatly reduces the idle time of those resources.
With less idle time at the chambers, the cluster tool processes
these batches of wafers more efficiently. Therefore, a higher
throughput of a cluster tool is achieved.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed cluster tool simulation framework was
implemented in C++ language with SystemC. The log file
information was provided by a semiconductor manufacturer in
Taiwan. The Gantt charts were generated by using the plotly
Python library [24].

The experiments were performed on a cluster tool, Cluster
Tool X. The cluster tool is parallel mode single-armed with
three load ports, one aligner, one robot arm, two load locks,
one buffer arm, and four chambers. The batch information
used in the simulation is shown in TABLE III. The Process
Chamber column shows the chambers where the batches can
be processed. Most of the batches can be processed at either
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chambers A and B, or chambers C and D. Note that X Batch
2 is a test batch containing only four wafers.

The comparisons of experimental results about Cluster Tool
X and its simulations are summarized in TABLE IV. The
Scheduling Method column and Dispatching Method column
show the methods used in the simulation. Dispatch on demand
can only be paired with priority scheduling since the arm
movement sequence cannot be predicted beforehand. The
Processing Time column represents the time duration between
the first wafer being unloaded from the load port and the
last wafer being loaded into the load port. With T(Simulation)
denoting to the processing time of the simulation and T(Real)
denoting to the processing time of the cluster tool, the Error
Rate column is calculated using the following equation:

Error Rate (%) =
|T (Simulation)− T (Real)|

T (Real)

The simulation results of priority scheduling and fixed
sequence scheduling have 1.91% and 1.95% error rates,
respectively. The processing time of simulation with dispatch
on demand is eight hours and seven seconds, 43 minutes and
11 seconds shorter than the real processing time. In other
words, the simulation using dispatch on demand yields a
higher throughput than the cluster tool. The simulator then
returns the dispatching time points to engineers for improving
the throughput of the cluster tool in the succeeding runs.
The recommended dispatching time points of Cluster Tool
X batches are shown in TABLE V. Using the first batch
dispatching time point as a reference point, the dispatching
time points for the other batches are shown using |Batch
dispatching time - First batch dispatching time|.

The Gantt charts of data generated by Cluster Tool X and
the simulation result with dispatch on demand are shown in
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively. A, B, C, and D represent
the chambers. Load Lock1 s1 and Load Lock2 s1 represent
the slots for wafers heading towards the chambers, and
Load Lock1 s2 and Load Lock2 s2 represent the slots for
wafers returning to the load ports. The Gantt charts show that
when a batch of wafers can be processed at two chambers,
the wafers are placed alternately between these two chambers.
By dispatching a new batch immediately after the resources
become available, dispatch on demand reduces the idle time
between batches. Since the idle time between batches are
reduced, the batches of wafers in Fig. 12 are more compressed
in time with dispatch on demand as compared to that for
Cluster Tool X.

Note that the simulation time of all the experiments is less
than one second, while the actual processing time of cluster
tools is more than eight and a half hours. Hence, our simulator
provides a relatively accurate result with high efficiency.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss the functionality of each
component in a cluster tool, and propose a flexible
simulation framework on which a variety of cluster tools
can be implemented. With priority scheduling, the scheduling
decisions can be described using the states of components.
Priority scheduling allows the scheduling logic to be observed

by users. The fixed sequence scheduling method provides the
option for different schedulings to be deployed on the same
cluster tool. The proposed dispatching method, dispatch on
demand, provides the dispatching time points of batches for
achieving a higher throughput. Finally, the experimental results
show that the proposed simulation framework can estimate the
whole processing time with a small error rate in terms of time
difference and can perform simulation with different wafer
paths easily.
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